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Superior Technology
Incredible Performance

About Edan
Edan is a healthcare company dedicated to improving the human condition around the world by  
delivering value-driven, innovative and high-quality medical products and services. For over 20 years, 
Edan has been pioneering a comprehensive line of medical solutions that address a broad range of 
healthcare practices including:

Healthcare professionals around the world depend on Edan's breakthrough medical technologies  
and outstanding customer support.

Diagnostic ECG
Patient Monitoring
OB/GYN

Ultrasound Imaging
Point-of-Care Testing 
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Veterinary
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Evolutionary Generation 
of Fetal Monitoring

Free for movement

Sophisticated alarm function

As an ultimate CTG machine, F15 series fetal and maternal monitor is the perfect combination of advanced 
technology and sophisticated algorithm for Obstetrics' new era. With state-of-art design, delicate 
appearance and strong mechanical structure, F15 presents the midwives with the deepest sincerity to bring 
the most efficient work flow to clinics, such as automatic probe activation and wireless charging, to keep 
the monitoring process in hand all the time. Consider F15 not only for today's monitoring needs but also as 
an enduring platform for the future. There are two models for different clinical environment, the wired and 
the wireless configurations. 

The essential purpose of monitoring fetal heart rate is to be alert to abnormal fetal heart rate condition. Since CTG 
is non-invasive long term monitoring methods, it is difficult to be alert to severe condition timely. To include more 
sophisticated alarm information on F15 gives more power to midwives for quick identifying critical clinical case. 

Bring freedom in OB clinics by offering wireless accessories including fetal monitoring and maternal monitoring, 
midwives are no longer being fussy by messy wires surrounding the equipments and the patients. Even more, 
F15 supports non-stop monitoring when transferring mom-to-be from labor room to delivery room. By 
'TRANSFER' function, patients data could be switch from one device to another one at one click. 
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